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About This Game

The Intern is a indie game created by a player to another players.[/b]

The game tells the story of a young newly formed desperately sought a chance in the labor market. A strange message
and a subsequent accident end up taking her to know a new dimension where it is incubida to seek three masks that

allow itcontrol the elements of creation so he can take his trainee post of the Gods.
However our "hero" did not really care for morality rules, shortly after realizing the scale of the multiverse and its

place in "history" it shows its true face and slowly she will find out who is she and what will reach the coveted job in
this divine stage.

The game features some classical mechanics already known from other metroidvania style games, j/RPG and platform.
A single Summon & Mana system make things more interesting around here. In The Intern the power of the player

varies according to the mana he has accumulated and how much can accumulate (something like your Ki), the masks
allow you to control the different types of mana in addition to providing unique attacks to the player. Summons

combinations, masks and skills give options for the player enjoy the game,match they bring side effects needed to
overcome challenges and defeat monsters. All of this is not enough? The player still can evolve their summons to

release new forms and special attacksthat will serve to help others or just cause destruction. She doesn't care.
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Play fast or explore it is your choice.

Many other things are already - or are planned - to enter in The Intern: Mini-games(1 ready), deep story, anime style,
support for control, achievements(not ready), collectible card(not ready), leveling system elements(ready), virtual

immortality(ready), travel between dimensions and times(not ready), references of batteries and easter eggs(Ready a
little) and more.
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Title: The Intern
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Red13Indie
Publisher:
Red13Indie
Release Date: 16 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 775

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Portuguese,French,German
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lt;I love the fact that half of the positive reviews for this are one liners>:

-Very intersting Game

-I think this game is pretty cool

-free and theres achievement to get

And finally my personal favorite:

-I don't care what others say - this game is wonderful!!!
  |
  V
(people are easily impressed these days. I sure wasn't :/)

Notice how none of these tell you much. Very well, let
ME give you a good idea of what this game will bring you.

-Tiny glimmers of amusing puzzle solving?

-Irritating dialogue throughout

-Needlessly bizarre attempts at twists/trippy moments

Essentially, this game is about some guy who is suffering
from a night of heavy drinking and drug-taking (accidental or otherwise, I don't care).
That's it. I get that it is a free game with achievements (oh joy), but
there are enough games on Steam that try too hard to be different.
And emulating a drug-induced stupor accompanied with voice-acting
that consists of: ♥♥♥♥ you man! ♥♥♥♥ me, No ♥♥♥♥ you!

A VERY intelligent design, I must say. Unimaginative and offers nothing new.

<PS. The credits were so long ;_; the garbage dialogue just wouldn't end>

Also, the game cache needed to be verified for half of the achievements
to show up. :/. boring, thirdperson broken, and lazily made. I don't think this one is worth the bother. The game already comes
with the Mercedes-Benz SLR McLaren 722. This is just a slightly faster version. There is also the discount in the online store. I
have no interest in playing games online if you do then maybe this might be of interest.. This game is awesome. It's in early
access, so it's not perfect as you'd expect. However, it's well developed and supported by the developers. They are quick to
respond to bugs and actively working on it. I really recommend this game.. Interesting game with deep details. Funny and
amusing dialogues with NPC's. Beautiful remake of an old game, but takes a lot of time and knowledge to get around every part
of it.
Overall 6/10.. I Love This Game But I Aleady Completed It And I Cant Do Anything else and i payed a dollar. please ad a free
for all.
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Until they fix the interface, this game is not playable. It's like the images and templates are all formatted for 4:3, the text for
16:9.. Quality game, spectacular soundtrack. This game is worth getting a copy of, with the soundtrack.. needs a bit of polish,
but pretty fun. Good horror Game
My favorite part of this Game was last Boss.
Puzzle was annoyest part
Gameplay 7\/10
Horror rate 7.25\/10
graphics 8\/10
. This game is severely dead. It hasn't been updated in over a year? And it's almost impossible to find things to eat when you hit
the awkward stage between juvi and adult because you can only eat the poisoned lizards really well. But then you die of poison
not far after. It gets laggy in some parts in the game when you load new areas and some things don't load at all. So you can sit
running into a tree fro 3 minutes before it shows up while trying to escape adult raptors. I really wouldn't buy it until it comes
out fully or gets an update.. To be honest I haven't written many reviews lately, but thats mostly because i havent found a game I
really wanted to promote. Farming Simulator 2015 is much more than meets the eye and will provide you hours upon hours of
enjoyable gameplay

The best features about this game for me was the atmosphere and the machinary. The day/night system, the weather, and the
environment captured me immediately. On one side of a map theres a lighthouse and every time i was working the fields at
night Id a the powerful light circleing around. Id also enjoy something as small as a plane flying over the farm just because it
made the game feel real.
On the other hand the variety of machines are amazing to use as they were completely new to me and since their sounds were so
real. As you progress through the game you also get to purchaase numerous machines all of which have their own speacial use.

The only downside I have about this game was the Multiplayer and how difficult it is to join with a friend. I tried to join and
host but me nor my friend could get on each others servers. This was definitely one of the features I couldnt wait to use so I was
highly dissapointed.

Overall a fantastic game that is definitely worth the money even without the sale. In Farming Simulator '15 there is so much to
do and so many ways to play that it will keep you at your computer for hours on end.. the amount of content in this game does
not justify the price.
only one mode and its very rough.
$5 at best for how it sits.
I feel violated.. Fun to play but the UI is a little overwhelming
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